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Abstract 
 
Pierce Transit operates 270 buses with 15.5 million boardings per year and 51,000 rides per weekday in 18 
cities in Washington State.  In 2002, Pierce Transit implemented a transit signal priority (TSP) program on 
seven major corridors to reduce transit signal delay.  Pierce Transit utilizes Opticom equipment mounted on 
the bus and roadside to facilitate TSP operations.  Over the past 10 years, Pierce Transit has invested 
significant capital and maintenance dollars to upgrade aging equipment, signal controllers, and 
communications in TSP corridors to improve transit signal priority operations.  DKS Associates was hired by 
Pierce Transit to monitor, inspect, evaluate, and improve TSP operations at 81 intersections.  The TSP 
maintenance program included a field review to adjust range settings, review TSP history logs, and 
identification of any necessary equipment maintenance issues.  A Pierce Transit test bus was used at each 
intersection to test the TSP equipment inside the signal cabinet and to observe and verify the proper detection 
range.  Range intensity settings were adjusted until the desired detection distance was achieved.  A TSP delay 
time was added, adjusted, or removed depending on bus stop locations.  The TSP history log for each 
intersection was also analyzed to determine the number of TSP calls from each approach, the percent of time 
priority was granted to buses, and for any inconsistencies in the data.  Key issues that affected TSP operations 
included aged detectors/emitters, misaligned detectors, dust and dirt covering detectors and emitters, new or 
moved bus stops, and priority given to buses on the minor street instead of the major street.  The TSP 
maintenance program resulted in improved bus TSP operations leading to lower bus travel time and higher 
reliability.  
 
Introduction 
 
Pierce Transit provides local and regional transit routes serving 18 cities in and around Pierce County, 
Washington.  Many Pierce Transit routes operate on corridors which experience moderate to heavy congestion 
during peak commute hours.  In 2002, Pierce Transit implemented a transit signal priority (TSP) program on 
seven major corridors to reduce transit signal delay, resulting in improved travel time and reliability.  Pierce 
Transit utilizes Opticom equipment mounted on the bus and roadside to facilitate TSP operations.  Over the 
past 10 years, Pierce Transit has invested significant capital and maintenance dollars to upgrade aging 
equipment, signal controllers, and communications in TSP corridors to improve transit signal priority 
operations.  DKS Associates was hired by Pierce Transit to monitor, inspect, evaluate, and improve TSP 
operations at 81 intersections to decrease bus travel time and increase reliability. 
 
The objectives of this TSP maintenance project are: 

• Inspect and evaluate the functionality of TSP equipment and operation.  
• Make adjustments to the configuration of existing TSP equipment to improve the operations and 

efficiency of the existing systems currently deployed. 
• Adjust the range settings of the Opticom equipment as needed to provide improved bus detection. 
• Identify any maintenance needed and recommend changes to correct deficiencies and/or improve 

performance. 
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TSP Maintenance Corridors 
 
The map in Figure 1 shows the location of the TSP corridors, located in Pierce County, Washington.  
 

 
Figure 1: Map of TSP corridors 

 
Table 1: TSP Equipment and Control Strategy 

Corridor Agency 
No. of TSP 

Intersections 
Controller 
Software 

TSP 
Strategy* 

No. of Transit 
Routes 

19th St TACOMA 12 TMP 390 LPPA 2 

6th Ave TACOMA 13 TMP 390 LPPA 3 

56th St 
TACOMA 
WSDOT 

11 
1 

LMD 9200 
TMP 390 

GE/RT 
LPPA 4 

Tacoma Way TACOMA 8 LMD 9200 GE/RT 2 
Bridgeport Way UNIVERSITY PLACE 13 ECONOLITE/ASC2,3 GE/RT 1 

Pacific Ave North TACOMA 13 SEPAC 3.5.1 GE/RT 1 
Pacific Ave South WSDOT 10 ECONOLITE/ASC3 GE/RT 1 

  * LPPA – Low Priority Preemption, GE/RT – Green Extension/Red Truncation 
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The seven corridors have 81 signals that are owned and operated by three different agencies: the City of 
Tacoma, the City of University Place, and WSDOT. The signals use five different controller types and two 
different TSP strategies.  A total of 14 Pierce Transit routes receive benefits from traveling through these TSP 
corridors. 
 
TSP Equipment and Strategy 
 
The Green Extension/Red Truncation (GE/RT) TSP strategy and the Low Priority Preempt Algorithm (LPPA) TSP 
strategy are used in these corridors.  Pierce Transit utilizes Opticom equipment to detect transit vehicles and 
provide TSP.  Opticom equipment is mounted on-board the bus, on the signal mast arm or span wire, and in 
the traffic signal controller cabinet, as shown in Figure 2.  The detector type is the Opticom Detector (700 
Series) and the phase selector (or phase discriminator) is the Opticom Infrared Selector (700 Series). 
 
GE/RT is provided with the LMD 9200, ASC2 and ASC3 controllers.  When a transit vehicle is detected the 
controller will hold the green phase for the approaching transit vehicle.  If the controller is serving a conflicting 
phase, the controller will shorten or truncate non-transit phases until it advances to the transit phase.  
 
LPPA utilizes the TMP 390 controller to provide a low priority preemptive service for transit vehicles.  When a 
transit vehicle is detected, the controller will hold the signal phase for that approaching transit vehicle, 
allowing it to pass through the intersection.  If the controller is serving a conflicting phase when the transit 
vehicle is detected, the controller will safely terminate the conflicting phase and immediately advance to the 
TSP phase. 
 
The difference between GE/RT and LPPA is the speed in which the controller advances to the TSP phase.  With 
LPPA, the controller advances to the TSP phase as soon as it leaves the conflicting phase.  With GE/RT, the 
controller will serve all calls in the normal signal cycle but will shorten the green time for all non-transit phases 
and lengthen the green time for the transit phase. Both strategies provide a high level of TSP service for transit 
vehicles. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Figure 2: TSP equipment 
 

 

Opticom Detector 

Opticom Discriminator 
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Field Review 
 
During a field review of each intersection, first a visual check of the detectors was done to determine if any 
detectors had moved or twisted and were no longer properly aligned toward the approaching vehicles.  
Deficient equipment such as a misaligned detector or impaired phase discriminator along with other 
maintenance needs was noted.   
 
Next, inventory was taken of nearby bus stops and noted if any were at the near-side approach of the 
intersection.  If there is a near-side bus stop approaching a TSP signal within the detection range, a delay time 
should be added to the discriminator to account for bus dwell time. 
   
A laptop was plugged into the discriminator as shown in Figure 3.  The software ITS Link (version 3.4.0.8) was 
used to connect to the Opticom discriminator.  ITS Link allows the user to change the TSP settings (such as 
range intensity and call delay time) and download the TSP log history in the field.  Figure 4 shows the ITS Link 
homepage window and the range settings window within the program.  
 

              

Figure 3: Connecting a laptop to the discriminator 
 

    

Figure 4: ITS Link screenshot 
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Figure 5: Discriminator light turns on when bus is detected  
 
A Pierce Transit bus equipped with an Opticom emitter then drove through the intersection in each direction. 
When the detector detects a bus, a light is lit up on the discriminator (shown in Figure 5) inside the signal 
cabinet.  The range intensity can then be adjusted based on the observed detection distance.  This process was 
repeated until the bus was detected at the desired range, and the final range intensity values were recorded. 
 
The Opticom log history downloaded from the discriminator (shown in Figure 6) was analyzed using Microsoft 
Excel.  The last 1,000 priority calls are saved into the log history file and are used for this analysis.  The 
available data was investigated in many ways, including percentage of calls in each direction, number of low 
priority (TSP) vs. high priority (emergency vehicle) calls, percentage of TSP granted to bus calls, average 
duration of calls, and number of calls per day.  The data was compared to the field observations and Opticom 
settings were later adjusted for any discrepancies or unusual issues.  
 

            

 
Figure 6: TSP call history log downloading from discriminator to laptop 
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Maintenance Issues 
  
In the ten years since the initial deployment, many different issues occurred that affected the quality of the 
TSP system.  At almost every location, the detection distance of the bus was shorter than desired and the 
range setting of the detector had to be increased.  This is most likely due to the fact that the intensity of the 
infrared light emitted from the bus emitters will degrade over time with repetitive use.  Other factors affecting 
the detection range could be dust or dirt over the emitters and detectors, slight shifts of the detector position, 
and even growth of vegetation (see Figure 7).  
 

             
 

Figure 7: A large tree blocks the detection range as a test bus approaches the intersection  
 
In some cases the detector had shifted or twisted so much that it was no longer aimed effectively towards the 
approaching bus.  This was most common on span wires.  At these locations, the city maintenance crew was 
informed and came out to adjust the detector.  Figure 8 shows a crew using a bucket truck to adjust a 
detector.  The test bus was brought out again and the range intensity was adjusted until the detection distance 
was correct. 
 

            
 

Figure 8: City maintenance crew adjusts a detector 
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Another issue encountered was that a bus stop had been added or moved within the detection range.  In this 
case the delay time was added or removed accordingly to account for bus dwell time within the detection 
range.  
 
One issue found in a few locations was that the signal controller or other equipment had been upgraded but 
the TSP equipment was not reconnected or reset.  In a few cases the Opticom discriminator device was 
disconnected from the controller or even completely switched off. 
 
An important part of the maintenance process was to analyze the Opticom log history data.  For each vehicle 
that the Opticom detector detects, a log is created with the date, time, duration of call, direction, priority, and 
other data.  A screenshot of the log history is shown in Figure 9.  This data can be analyzed and can reveal a 
number of different issues.  The percentage of calls coming from each direction can be checked against the 
route direction and frequency for accuracy.  One issue that may occur when there is TSP in all approaches at 
an intersection is that TSP priority is not being given to the primary route.  The data can also be used to see if 
the detection range approaching the detector is too short or too long by reviewing the call duration times. 
 

 
 

Figure 9: Screenshot of the log history 
 

In addition to the detector and the discriminator settings, it is important to ensure that the emitters are 
working properly as well.  On occasion during the field work, active duty buses would drive through the 
intersection but were not being detected.  It is recommended that the emitters on each bus should be tested 
every few years to ensure it is sending a signal to the detector.  The bus drivers should also be informed on 
why the emitters are important and that they should switch them on while driving a TSP corridor.   
 
Summary and Recommendations  
 
Transit Signal Priority is an effective way to reduce transit delay at signals and decrease travel time and 
increase reliability of transit routes.  Pierce Transit has deployed TSP in important corridors throughout their 
transit network.  Ten years after the initial deployment, DKS Associates performed a TSP maintenance review 
of the corridors and made changes to the hardware and software to improve the operations and efficiency of 
the TSP systems.  After the initial installation of a TSP system, it is important for an agency to implement an 
ongoing maintenance plan so the system will continue to provide benefit long into the future.  
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To increase efficiency in managing ongoing TSP operations, it is recommended to have communication 
between the Opticom discriminator and the central traffic management center.  As a result, the TSP status, 
settings, and call history log could be reviewed and adjusted remotely.  Transit agencies should establish a 
maintenance schedule to review, and if necessary, upgrade or replace equipment on the bus fleet.  Local 
agencies should establish a maintenance schedule to inspect, review, and if needed, replace defective 
equipment located at the intersection. 
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